ACDEOS BV
Since 2004 active in the accessibility business. We design steps and ramps for real life. Our products
are made to last under the vehicle in the most difficult environment. We pay attention to the looks of
the product. It should fit in the modern appearance of todays vehicles.
Most of our products are available from stock.
A small team of dedicated people is ready to assist you, with a large knowledge base we have solutions
for most of your accessibility problems. If we don’t have the products we can always make it for you.
Service is written with a capital S in our company.

VERSA SL
This is an electrically Heavy Duty lightweight Swing out

step, made for the higher end of the market. Specially
designed to work under difficult conditions like snow
ice and dirt. Dimensions fit best in the higher type of
vans with floor heights of 500-700 mm.
Optional yellow LED available

VERSA AXS-FL STEP
This electrically operated sliding step is based on
years of experience with the AXS step A. With good
looks, 200 kg load capacity this is one of the better
products Acdeos has brought to the market. The step
is available in 600, 900 or 1000mm width and has a
very slim design. Including obstacle detection safety
function and optional yellow LED.

The VERSA NV 500 is a light, very compact swing
out step, made for the small vehicles like the Nissan
eNV 200 or similar type like VW Caddy Fiat Fiorino /
Doblo, Ford Tourneo Connect etc.
Currently available for the Nissan eNV 200, for left and
right side. Available width 500 mm.
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ACDEOS Product range

A very slim design of only 45 mm height. This
is a foot operated sliding step. The step slides
out when it is pushed in a little by feet. To
close it, just simply push it back. The step is
available in 600mm width.

AXS-FL fixed step
New version of our fixed step. Combining the best parts
of our other products forming a light and open step. with
a ridged profile based platform, sturdy and durable end
sides and easy to use mounting kits we build a greatly
improved version of our fixed step. Available in lengths
ranging from 700 to 2000mm.

AXS-FL RAMP
The AXS-FL Ramp is a hand operated durable
aluminum folding ramp. The ramp is available in three
lengths 210, 250 and 280 cm with a width of 86 or 97
cm. The Ramp has an auto lock mechanism for easy
operation and a unique profile based platform. With M1testing, guaranteed safety at a car crash and
Emergency Exit operation.
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VERSA MD STEP

This is an electric operated folding ramp for low
floor busses. Specially designed for the Low floor
minibuses due of it’s smart slim design.
The folding ramp has no problem with higher
boarding platforms, as it automatically adjust to
the right height.
Light and reliable! (also available in a manual
version)

AXS-MOCR
Hand Operated Cassette Ramp specifically
developed for the small mini low floor bus. By
using a cassette, there is enough space left over
for a wheelchair at the lowered floor. This ramp is
build within the adapted chassis of the vehicle.

AXS-Front Entry Sprinter
This low front step is specially made for MercedesBenz Sprinter. The step is mounted within the
original chassis of the vehicle, placed at the right
front door. The step gives you easy access to the
vehicle and gives you more space inside for different
seat lay-out.
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AXS-EPR

